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Level 2: Beginner

Girl’s Name:________________________________   Troop Number:_________________
Leader’s Name:______________________________      Date:_________________________
Location where girl worked on activities:__________________________________________

Housekeeping
 � Set up a hand washing station and soap 

kettle
 � Set up a dishwashing site for dunk bags
 � Understand why the three step system for 

cleaning dishes is used
 � Know how to dispose of garbage, paper, 

and liquid properly
 � Know how to use a latrine

Cooking
 � Plan a menu
 � Prepare a nosebag lunch
 � Prepare one pot meal

Knots and Lashing
 � Learn how to tie and release a square knot 

and when to use it
 � Learn how to tie a clove hitch knot and 

when to use it
 � Learn how to tie a lark’s head knot and 

when to use it
 � Make a macramé object or animal

Tools
 � Learn how to properly open, close, and 

pass a knife
 � Learn how to cut vegetables with close 

supervision

 � Understand a Safety Circle

Fire-Building
 � Know three kinds of wood

 � Understand the difference between dry, 
green, & rotten wood

 � Know how to select a safe place for a fire
 � Know safety precautions (hair, clothes, 

etc.)

 � Know how to care for a fire circle

First Aid
 � Learn how to care for cuts
 � Learn how to care for bites

 � Learn how to care for burns

Outdoor Recreation
 � Try a creek walk. Don’t forget to requisition 

the life jackets!

Hiking
 � Take a night hike (GSSI has a Night Hike 

Kit you can reserve if needed)
 � Learn about and practice String 

Orienteering

Nature
 � Identify a poisonous plant

 � Complete one nature craft

Songs, Games, Traditions, & 
Ceremonies

 � Play an outdoor game
 � Learn two action songs
 � Learn two repeat-after-me-songs
 � Learn to sing grace

 � Take part in a flag ceremony


